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Initial research statement May 2004 

The City as an Art Gallery 

‘How can a city with its connections, people and 

architecture can be viewed as a living cultural 

artefact, taking what is outside the existing art gallery 

space in a city, and viewing the inverted references 

outside an ArtSpace as art itself ’.



Key practice history

Tate Galley Liverpool

Tate Gallery Millbank

People’s History Museum

Manchester City Art Gallery

Bury Art Gallery

Pin-up: Glamour & Celebrity since the Sixties 
Tate Liverpool 
26 March 2002 - 19 January 2003



Research objectives

Reconnect with ‘the hand made’

Engage with digital technologies

Explore typographic content

Work on an open ended project

Create new collaborations 

Connect with a new audience

Location specific content

Play



Creating a model 

The concept of 

‘modeling’ is present in 

the term ‘patterning’ 

used by Edward Sapir 

(1916) to designate the 

original and specific 

organisation of culture 

and language: cultural 

patterning and linguistic 

patterning http://vip.db.dk/signs/WIS.htm

http://vip.db.dk/signs/WIS.htm
http://vip.db.dk/signs/WIS.htm


The model has image + movement

A visible narrative



The emerging methodology

Mapping the model with typographic signifiers 



More content

Mapping the model with typographic signifiers

and personal content



The model in a space

The object In-situ



Expanding the methodology

The hand made project

‘The elements of play are the fringe content defined by the artist 
and placed at the centre of the visual stage.  It is anti order,  

designed to place the focus of the viewer on areas where process 
goes astray. 



Artefact 1 (image)
The gesture in an Art Gallery



Artefact 2 (sound + image)
The gesture as a sound file

Popular :



Artefact 3 (Text as coded object)
Text deconstruction



Information aesthetics

In my view, the practice of 
information visualisation from its 

beginnings in the second part of 
the 18th century until today relied 
on two key principles. The first 

principle is reduction. Infovis uses 
graphical primitives such as points, 

strait lines, curves, and simple 
geometric shapes to stand in for 
objects and relations between 

them. 

Lev Manovich Visualisation

Image: The Malaysian Blogosphere: http://datamining.typepad.com/

http://datamining.typepad.com
http://datamining.typepad.com


Information aesthetics + Emotional content

‘Is a realisation of ones digital trace in a physical space an 
illustration of the connection between Episteme (Cold 

Knowledge, digital lists, code) and Heuristic knowledge
(Human reactions, individual and random)’  

Culture is an ideology based on Technology
Rem Koolhaus. 



The City as an Art Gallery? 

The creative gesture of a city is a set of artefacts.  The subject 

matter will be curated from recordings of past and present 
narratives.  This data will then be transposed using digital 

technologies with the aim to present a gallery of coded 
interconnected emotional information 



The Emotive City 

The model is a set of Artefacts

An object made by a human being, typically one of cultural or 
historical interest

Something observed in a scientific investigation or experiment that is 
not naturally present but occurs as a result of the preparative or 

investigative procedure.



The Emotive City

Is an A*R*T* project designed to connect 

with more than one audience 

  

  * Accessible  
  * Returnable 
  * Transferable



The Emotive City

Memory
The story of a city is in a constant state of flux; new messages are 

added to its databank via personal and digital correspondence

Text

Typography is information plus aesthetics.  The written word in all 
forms is language and symbol with embedded emotional content

Place
The research engages with the general public to explore new 

ways of presenting stories and ideas as contemporary art. 
Ultimately, the people of the city can claim ownership for the 

artwork; for without the stories, ideas and gestures of the people 
found in a place there would be no content to base these new 
aesthetic representations. 



The Emotive City 
Single research focus + variable methodologies

Exhibited Audio Location Text Motion



The M3 postcode

Salford + Manchester

A location specific project using the 

M3 postcode area of Manchester and 

Salford

Data will be presented in an art gallery 

context 

A meeting point for visual art, local 

history and art therapy 

Create a transferable model at local 

and national level

Explore diverse funding opportunities 

to advance the research

Create new research links across 

disciplines (including content from the 

Typographic Research Initiative)
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